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Generalized kinetic equations are obtained with the help of the method of quantum Green's functions. 
These equations are used for the microscopic foundation of the phenomenological Landau-Silin theory 
of a degenerate electron Fermi liquid. It is shown that in the case of a normal Fermi system and for 
slowly changing external perturbations, the phenomenological theory takes exact account of the corre
lation between electrons. 

As is known, the electron theory of metals success
fully uses, in the description of many properties of 
metals, a representation of electrons as independent 
particles. However, owing to the fact that electrons 
are in the field of the metal lattice and that they inter
act with one another, their properties differ appreciably 
from the properties of free electrons. The mean en
ergy of the Coulomb interaction of electrons of real 
metals is of the same order of magnitude as their mean 
kinetic energy. Therefore, an important correlation 
exists in the electron motions. The fact that the kinetic 
and potential energies of the electrons are of the same 
order does not allow us to use, in the description of 
metallic properties, microscopic theories based on the 
expansion of a parameter representing the ratio of the 
mean values of the kinetic and potential energies. 
Therefore, the study of the properties of metals is car
ried out on the basis of the Landau phenomenological 
theory of a normal Fermi liquid;[lJ this theory was ex
tended by Silin[2 J to the case of Coulomb systems. The 
phenomenological Landau-Silin theory takes into account 
adequately the correlation of the electrons and is not 
limited to the framework of any model representation. 

The present work is devoted to the microscopic 
foundation of the Landau- Silin theory of a normal elec
tron Fermi liquid. The work is based on the use of the 
method of quantum Green's functions, which makes it 
possible to go beyond the limits of applicability of the 
ordinary perturbation theory and allows us to obtain, 
in principle, the basis of a separately conceived phe
nomenological theory, making its physical meaning 
clearer or more precise.c3 J 

In the first sedion, the generalized Boltzmann 
equations are deduced for non-ideal Fermi systems 
situated in a magnetic field. C 41 The resultant equations 
represent a generalization of the results of Kadanoff 
and Baym[sJ to the case of multi-component systems 
and for an external magnetic field. In the second sec
tion there is an extension of the derived equations to 
the case of Coulomb systems. In the third and fourth 
sections, the kinetic equations of Landau-SHin are in
troduced and a comparison is made of the results with 
the phenomenological theories. 

1. GENERALIZED BOLTZMANN EQUATIONS 

We consider ann-component system, consisting of 
Fermi particles with charges ej and masses mj with 

instantaneous two-particle interaction potential 
Vij (I r1 - r2l ). We assume that the system as a whole 
is electrically neutral. Let the system be placed in a 
slowly changing (in space and time) magnetic field, and 
let a variable longitudinal electric field, which is de
scribed classically, act on the system. The energy 
operator of the system can be written in the represen
tation of second quantization in the form 

H= ~-1-' ~ dq['-;__V-A;(rt)]ljl;+(qt)f ~V-A;(rt)]ljl;(qt) 
;~1 2m; L L L 

1 n 

+,2 ~, ~ dq dq,ljl;+(qt)ljlk+(q 1t)v;k( jr1 - rj )ljlk{q1t)ljl;(qt) 
j,k=1 

n 

+ ~: \ dqU;(rt)ljl;+(qt)ljl;(qt). 
J~1-· 

(1) 

In this expression, q represents the set of space 
coordinates r and spin coordinates a; integration 
over q means, as usual, integration over the space 
variables and summation over the spin variables; 1/Jj 
and 1/1 • are the creation and annihilation operators of 
partic\es of type j in the Heisenberg representation; 
Uj ( rt) and Aj ( rt) are the potentials, multiplied by 
the charge of particles of type j, of external fields 
with gauge div Aj = 0, which guarantees the commuta-
bility of the momentum and Aj.csJ We use the system 
of units in which :11 = c = 1. 

We define the Green's function of real time argu
ment 

1 
g;(qt; q't') = i<T(Ijl;(qt).p;+(q't')]>, 

1 
g;>(qt; q't') = i(ljl;(qt)ljl;+(q't')>, 

1 
gi< ( qt; q't') = - i < ljl;+ ( q't') ljl; ( qt) > , 

The symbol T is the usual Wick operator which makes 
possible time ordering; () denotes averaging over the 
grand canonical ensemble of eigenstates of the system 
at the instant of time proceeding the moment at which 
the external fields are introduced. With the help of (1) 
and (2), we obtain the following equation for the Green's 
function: 

710 
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k=f 

(3) 

and the conjugate equation, whose structure is obvious; 
here, 

In what follows, we shall not speak of the conjugate 
equation, it being understood that it is always included. 

To solve Eq. (3), it is necessary, somehow, to ap
proximate the two-particle Green's function gjk· As 
is known, [5 l it is not possible to write down the approx
imation higher than the Hartree- Fock approximation 
directly for the Green's function of real time arguments. 
Therefore, we must use the method of analytic continu
ation suggested in[5 l. We define the Green's functions 
Gj an Gjk in the following interval of complex time 
arguments: 

D<i(t-to) <~, 

to is real, f3 the parameter of the Gibbs distribution. 
We have 

G . . _ 1 (T[S«p;(q,t1)!Jl;+(q2t2)]) 
;(q1t.,q2t2 ,t0)-i <T[Sj) , 

G;k ( q1t1, q•tz; q.'t.', q{t2'; t0) 

1 (T [S«p; ( q1 t1) IPA ( q2t.)qJA + ( q2't•') rp;+ ( q/t.') ]) 
i2 (T[Sj) 

(4) 

The operator T carries out the ordering in the follow
ing way: field operators with large argument i (t- t0 ) 

are moved to the left: 

n to-il3 

S = exp{- i ~ ) dt) dq [ U;(rt)cp;+(qt)cr;(qt) 
J=t lu 

i A ·2 (rt) ]} +-cr;+(qt)A;(rt)V({l;(qt)+-' -qJ;+(qt)cr;(qt) , 
m; 2m; 

(5) 

cpj and cpj are the Fermi field operators in the inter
action representation. 

The functions Gj and Gjk introduced above satisfy 
the same boundary conditions as the equilibrium 
Green's function. For them we can use the ordinary 
techniques of obtaining an approximation for Gjk· In 
particular, the energy eigenfunctions a· of particles 
of type j satisfy the following functio~-integral equa
tion: 

n to-iP 

cr;(q,t,; q2t2 ; t0 ) =- 6(q,- qz)6(t,- t2) ~ ) dtadqaV;.,(r,t,; rata) 
k=i to 

(6) 
The explicit equation for aj can be obtained by solving 
Eq. (6) by the iteration method; aj consists of two 
parts: the energy eigenfunction in the Hartree-Fock 
approximation a rF, and the correlation function aj, 

which is in turn composed of two analytic functions of 
the time arguments (in this sense, that any iteration 
expression for aj consists of such functions): 

.c t. t. t _ { cr;>(q1t1; qztz; to) i(t1 - tz) > 0, 
cr, (q,,,qzz, o)- cr;<(q1t1;q2t2;t0) i(t1 -t•)<O. (7) 

When the Coulomb interaction potential is used, the 
expressions for the separate terms of the expansion 
a~ turn out to be divergent. The problem of the appli
c~bility of similar expansions in the case of a Coulomb 
potential will be discussed below. 

The equations for the Green's function of real time 
argument can be obtained from the equations for the 
functions Gj by exactly the same method as in[5 l. 

If the functions Uj ( rt) and Aj ( rt) are analytic 
functions for 0 > 1m t > - f3 and satisfy the condition 

lim U;(t) = 0, lim A;(t) = 0, 
He 1- ~CX) Re t- -oo 

then 

lim G;<(q.t,; q.t.; to)= g;<(q1t1 ; q2tz), 
t,,--oo 

(8) 

while the equation for the function gj < ( q1t1; q2t2) has 
the form 

where 

cr;'F.>,<(q1t1;q2t2)= lim crfP.>.<(q•t,;qztz;to). 
t~- -oo 

We note that if the external magnetic field is con
stant and homogeneous, then it can be included in the 
basic Hamiltonian system; of course, Aj ( rt) is absent 
from Eq. (5) for this case. Here the form of Eqs. (9) 
remains unchanged. 

Equations (9) can be used for the description of vari
ous transport phenomena. However, in the form in 
which they are written, these equations are too involved. 
They can be considerably simplified when the external 
fields are such that their potentials vary slowly in 
time and space. The equations obtained in this case 
are a generalization of the ordinary Boltzmann equa
tions for transport phenomena. We note that in the 
chosen Hamiltonian system (1) the function gj and the 
energy eigenfunctions aj depend on the spins in the 
following way: 

(10) 

The derivation of the generalized Boltzmann equa
tion is made in exactly the same sequence of steps 
in[5 l. Transforming to the new variables 

expanding all quantities in Eq. (9) in series in r and t 
about the values R and T, and carrying out the 
Fourier transformation with the canonical momentum 
p, with account of the condition div Ai = 0, we obtain 
the following equations, after rather involved transfor
mations, 
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[ w _ (p-~;(RT))• U;(RT)- Reo;(Pw;RT),g;<(pw; RT)] 
2m; n 

+ [Reg;(Pw; RT),o;<(pw;RT)]n = o;<(pw; RT)g;>(pw;RT) 
--o;>(pw;RT)g;<(pw;RT). (11) 

The generalized Poisson brackets entering into these 
equations are defined in the following way: 

F 1. oFt oF• ofi1 oF. u F , F F (12) 
[ " '•lrr=--;JW ~-dT (j:;)-V.•t·Va 2 TVR t"VP •· 

Moreover, the notation 

RT 1 dwa;(pw;RT) 
g;(pz; )=J2n z-w' 

1 dw r;(pw; RT) 
o;(pz;RT)=' J-~ -~+o;HF(p;RT), 

2n z- w 
(13) 

is introduced and the spectral functions aj and r j are 
defined as 

a;(pw; RT) = g;>(pw; RT) + g;<(pw; RT), 

f;(pw; RT) = o;>(pw; RT) + o;<(pw; RT). 

The functions gj ( Pz; RT) can be represented in the 
form 

(14) 

{ (p-A (RT))• }-t 
g;(p:;RT)= z-- dm -U;(RT)-o;(pz;RT) . (15) 

J 

The validity of this relation can be established by 
direct calculation of the values of aj and Re gj with 
account of (13). Expressions for aj are obtained from 
Eq. (6) with the help of approximations for the Green's 
function. 

2. EXTENSION OF THE GENERALIZED BOLTZMANN 
EQUATIONS TO THE CASE OF A COULOMB 
POTENTIAL 

It has already been noted above, in the case of a 
Coulomb interaction potential between particles of the 
system considered, the separate terms of the expansion 
(6) for the energy eigenfunctions aj are divergent. To 
remove this divergence, it is necessary to carry out a 
re-expansion of the expression for aj, i.e., a regroup
ing of the different terms of the expansion with subse
quation summation of the separate sequences of the 
diverging terms. Practically, such are-expansion can 
be made by replacing the variation of the Gh functions 
over the external field Uj by variation over the effec
tive field Ujff defined as follows: 

n to-its 

u;rr (rt; t0 ) = U;(rt)-- i ~· ) dttdqt V;,(rt; rttt)G•(qtlt; qtlt + 0; to). 
k~l lo (16) 

Such a substitution is due to the fact that the actual 
physical quantity determining the behavior of the 
Coulomb system i.s the effective field in which the 
particles move, but not the applied external field, which 
is connected with the long-range character pf the 
Coulomb potential. The introduction of ul'lff ( rt; to) 
essentially means an explicit account of tbe dynamic 
screening; that part of the Coulomb interaction between 
the particles which associated with all polarization 
processes is separated, while the remaining interaction 
between the partieles is described by the screened po
tential. Such an approach to the theory of Coulomb 
systems was proposed by SilinYl The detailed discus
sion of this questi.on is contained inE5 • 7 l. 

The replacement of the variation is performed ac
cording to the following rule: 

G n to-iP G u•ff ( 
~!_(qttt; qztz; to) = ~ 1 dt,dr, 6 ;(qttt; qztz; to) 6 z r,t,) . 

oU.(r3t3 ) J 6U•ff (r4t4) llU.(r3t3 ) 
t~l lo l ( 17) 

The equation for the function aj ( q1t1; q2t2; to), which is 
the difference between the exact energy eigenfunctions 
of particles of type j and the energy eigenfunctions in 
the Hartree approximation, has the form 

o;' ( q1t1; qztz; to) = iV;;' (rtlt; rztz; to) G; ( qtt1; qztz; to) 

. n toriP 6o;' (q,t,; qztz; to) + z ~ J dt3dq3dt4dr,V;•'(r1tt; r4t,; to)G;(qttt; q,t,; lo) U ff · 
k~t 1, ll ~ (r4t4) 

(18) 
The quantity 

n toCiP 6U;rr (rztz; to) 
V;k'(r1t1; r2t2; 10) = ~ J dt3dr3V;,(rttl; rata) U ( t) (19) 

l=l to 6 l ra 3 

entering into this equation describes the time depend
ent effective interaction between particles of type j and 
k. This interaction is effected both directly and by a 
change in the potential created by all the remaining 
particles of all sorts. The radius of this interaction 
turns out to be much less, as a consequence of which 
it is called the screened potential. The equation satis
fied by the vjk can be obtained by means of the defini
tions (16) and (19): 

n to-itl 

V;•' (r1t1; rztz; to)= V;k (rtt1; r2~)- i ] ~ dt3dq3dt4dq4 

l=1 to 
XV;r'(r1t1; r4t4; t0 )G1(q4t4 ; q,t3 ; t0 )G1(q3ta; q4t4 ; t0 ) V•1(r2t2 ; r3t3 ) 

n to-ifl 

- L ~ ~ dt3dr3dt4dq4dt,dq5dt6dq6 V;1• (r1t1 ; r3t3; t0 ) Gp (q4t4; q5t5; t0) 

l,p=i to 
/lop' (q5t5; q6t6 ; t0) 

XGp(q6t6 ; q4t4 ; to) V,p(r2tz; r 4t4) --U rr --. (20) 
ll ~ (rata) 

The self-consistent solutions of Eqs. (18) and (20) can 
be found by the method of iteration. 

As before, it is seen from Eqs. (18) and (20) that 
one can separate the energy eigenfunctions in the Fock 
approximation from the energy eigenfunction aj, while 
the remaining part of a~ describing the correlation 
interaction between parlicles is decomposed into two 
analytic functions of the time arguments. In the deriva
tion of generalized kinetic equations, only the analytic 
properties of the functions af were used; therefore, 
Eqs. (11) and (15) are valid also in the case of interac
tion between particles in the sense that the equations 
formally preserve their form, only the expressions for 
the functions a{'< are obtained not from Eq. (6) but 
from Eqs. (18) and (20). 

3. DERIVATION OF THE KINETIC EQUATIONS OF 
THE NORMAL ELECTRON FERMI LIQUID IN THE 
ABSENCE OF A MAGNETIC FIELD 

The quantum-mechanical description of transport 
phenomena can be made formally completely analogous 
to the classical description by the introduction of 
"quantum distribution functions,"Eal which are also 
known in the literature under the name "mixed repre
sentation of the density matrix'' : 

1 dw 
/; (p, R, T) = J -2 g;< (pw; Rl'). 

n 
(21) 
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We write the functions gj in the form 

g;<(pw; RT) = a;(pw; RT)/;(pw; RT). (22) 

With the help of the relation (15}, the spectral function 
aj can be written in the following way: 

l';(Pw; RT) 
a;(pw· RT) = --- ~ ~~-

, {ul- (P- A;(RT) )2/2m;- U;(RT)-. 
(23) 

- Re cr; (pw; RT) }2+ 1/ ,f;2 (Pw; RT) 

If r j ( pw; RT ) - 0 (conditions under which this can be 
valid are discussed below}, then 

( (p-A(RT))2 ) 
a;(P<u;RT)=2:n:o ,,, ____ , ----U;(RT)-Recr;(pw;RT) 

2m; 

In this case, using (21) and (22), we have 

"" (j) /;(p,R,T)= £Jf;(Pw• ;RT), 
k 

where w~) represent the solutions of the following 

equation: 
<i> (P- A; (RT)) 2 <i> 

w" =-------+U;(RT)+Recr;(pw" ;RT). 
2mj 

We now proceed to the derivation of the Landau-

(24) 

(25) 

SHin equation in the absence of a magnetic field. For 
simplicity, we consider a one- component Fermi sys
tem, consisting of charged particles; electrical neu
trality of the system as a whole is guaranteed by the 
introduction of a homogeneous compensating background. 
The behavior of the considered system is greatly sim
plified at low temperatures. For an equilibrium system 
at zero temperature, we have 

{ 1, 
f(pw; RT) = f(w) = O, 

Ul < fl, 
Ul > fl, 

(26) 

where J.l is the chemical potential of the system con
cerned. In this case, 

cr>(pw; HT) = cr>(pw) = 0, w < fl, 

cr<(pw; RT) = cr<(pw) = 0, w > ft. 
(27) 

For temperatures different from absolute zero, but 
sufficiently low, the function f ( w ) differs from zero 
and unity only for values of w very close to J.l. 

We shall assume that at sufficiently low tempera
tures, the function f has the same properties also in 
the presence of an external perturbation. In other 
words, the existence of such a function J.l( RT) is as
sumed, also that f ( pw; RT) differs from zero and 
unity only in the immediate vicinity of J.l( RT); it is 
equal to zero for w much greater than J.l( RT) and 
unity for a much less than J.l( RT ). 

Inasmuch as the functions aj satisfy the same 
boundary conditions as the Gj (which is evident from 

their definition), then, in the same way as in the equili
brium case, we have 

cr>(pw; RT) = 0, w < fl(RT), 

cr<(pw; RT) = 0, w > fl(RT). (28) 

We shall consider normal Fermi systems, i.e., such 
for which the a<,> are continuous functions for w l'::< J.l. 
In this case, in the vicinity of w = J.l, these functions 
are small, i.e., r (pw; RT) l'::< 0. In other words, the 
spectral function a ( pa; RT) possesses a o -like singu-

larity for w = J.l. The argument of the o function in the 
vicinity of w = J.l is a monotonically increasing func
tion of w, since the derivative of Re a(pw; RT) with 
respect to w is negative. Therefore, in the given 
region, Eq. (25) has only the single root 

w1 = E(p, ll,T) + U(RT), (29) 

where 
p• 

E (p, R, T) = 2m + Tie <J (pru1; RT) Jw,~l!:(p, n. 'f)-t u <Ri )• 

while f ( pw; RT), as a consequence of (24), is identi
cal with f ( p, R, T). The equilibrium function f ( p) is 
spherically symmetric. At equilibrium, E ( p, R, T) 
goes over into E (p ). The reaction of the system to the 
external perturbation in the approximation used in the 
present approximation is manifest in the change of 
occupation numbers of the one-particle levels for 
w l'::< J.l, i.e., for those momenta for which E(p) l'::<J.l. We 
assume that there exists a unique momentum po, called 
the Fermi momentum, such that E (Po)= J.l. As has 
been shown, in the vicinity of w = J.l, the one-particle 
states of the system are weakly damped. This makes 
it possible to speak of weakly excited states of the 
considered system in the language of weakly interact
ing quasi-particles, described by the distribution func
tion n ( p, R, T ). This is determined in the vicinity of 
the Fermi level as follows: 

n (p, R, T) = f (pw,; RT) lw,~E(p, R, TJ+U(RT)· (30) 

The equation for the function n ( p, R, T ) can be ob
tained from the generalized kinetic equations (11) if in 
the latter we take into account all the approximations 
made in that section. Neglecting the functions a>,< in 
(11), using the o -like character of the spectral function 
a(pw; RT), the property ((12) of the generalized 
Poisson brackets, and the definition (30), we get the 
following equation in the vicinity of w = J.l: 

( p2 ) r p" 
6 "' --- U (RT)- Re cr (P"'; RT) I "' -- - U (RT) 

2m L 2m 

- Re cr(P<>l; RT), n(p,R, T) J P = 0. (31) 

Opening the generalized Poisson brackets according 
to the definition (12) and expanding Rea in a series in 
w about the value w = J.l, we obtain the following equa
tion for the quasiparticle distribution function, after 
several transformations, 

on (p, R, T) , ..., E ( R T) V ( R T) oT +vpE(p,R,T)·V'Rn(p,R,T)-vR"P', · pnp,, 

-VRU(RTJ·V'pn(p, R, T)=O. (32) 

Equation (32) is the Landau-Silin kinetic equation for a 
charged Fermi liquid for neglect of the spin part and 
the collision integral of the quasiparticles. Equation 
(32) refers to the complete distribution function of all 
quasiparticles. But the distribution function of the 
quasiparticles is determined only near the Fermi sur
face. Therefore, writing the distribution function in the 
form 

n(p,R,T) =no(P) +lln(p,R,T), (33) 

we identify on (p, R, T) with the distribution function 
of the quasiparticles close to the Fermi surface. Sub-
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stituting (33) in Eq. (32) and keeping terms only of first 
order in 0 n and U ( R, T), we obtain a linearized 
kinetic equation, which describes quasiparticles with 
momenta p close to the Fermi surface: 

&6n aT+ VpE· Valin- VaE· Vpn0 - VaU · Vpno = 0. (34) 

In obtaining (34), we neglected the term vRE ·vpon, 
inasmuch as it is quadratic in 0 n, as will be seen later. 
Using the definition of the velocity of quasiparticles 
near the Fermi S\trface, 

v = VpE(p, R,T), 

the relation (29), and the equation 

V rno(p) = -vtJ(E(Pu)- f.t), 

we can rewrite Eq. (34) in the following form: 

&6n 
OT+vVabn+v(VaRea'-eE)li(E(p0)-f.t) = 0, 

where 

a'=a+U-U•ff, eE=-VaU•ff, 

(35) 

while the remaining terms are functions of p, R, and 
T. Thus E is the intensity of the self-consistent elec
tric field acting on the particles of the system. By 
equating Eq. (35) with the Landau-Silin kinetic equation 
for 0 n [7J we obtain the following expression for the 
function f ( p, p' ) , which represents the interaction 
energy of quasi particles with momenta p and p' : 

Rea'(p,R,T) = ~ /(p,p')6n(p',R,T)dp'. (36) 

4. DERIVATION OF THE KINETIC EQUATIONS OF A 
NORMAL ELECTRON FERMI LIQUID IN THE 
PRESENCE OF AN EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD 

The derivation of the kinetic equation of a normal 
electron Fermi liquid in the presence of an external 
magnetic field is based on the same assumptions and 
carried out in the same fashion as in the absence of a 
magnetic field. The magnetic field was assumed to be 
so weak that the equilibrium function 11o ( p) could be 
regarded as spherically symmetric. The difference 
lies in the fact that now the function E ( p, R, T ) , de
termined by the relation (29), has the form 

(p-A(RT))2 ) 
E (p, R, T) = ~-- + Rea(pffi1; RT)i.,,~E<p. a, T>+U<a, T) • (37 

Carrying out the same operations as previously, we 
obtain a kinetic equation for the quasiparticle distribu
tion function in thE! form (32), but written in the space 
of the canonical and not the kinetic momentum. In 
order to put it in its usual form, it is necessary to 
transform to the kinetic momentum P, which is con
nected with the canonical by the usual relation 

p = P + A(RT). 

In the transformation to the kinetic equation, de
rivatives with respect to p, R, and T are transformed 

as follows: 

( &F (u1 R, T)) = (&F (P, R, T)) ' 
0Pa a &Pa R 

( &F (P, R, T)) _ (aF (P, R, T)) _ !.!.._ &A~ 
&Ra P- &Ra P &P~ &Ra ' 

( &F (P, R, T)) == (aF (P, R, T)) _ &F &A~ 
ar p, a ar P, a &Pa ar • 

Taking Eq. (37) and the definition of the velocity of the 
quasi-particles close to the Fermi surface into account 

p-A(RT) 
v=VpE(p,R,T)= m +VpRea(p,R,T), 

we obtain the following equation for the function 
n (p, R, T) after rather cumbersome algebraic trans
formations: 

an 
w+eEVpn+e[vH)Vpn+vVan-VaRea·Vpn= 0. (38) 

In (38), the following notation has been used: 

eE =- oA(RT) VaU(RT), 
ar 

eH =rot A(RT), 

while all the remaining quantities are functions of 
P, R, and T. Comraring (38) with the Landau-Silin 
kinetic equation, [7 we obtain an expression for the 
function f ( P, P' ) , which represents the interaction 
energy of quasiparticles with momenta P and P': 

Recr'(P,R,T)= ~ /(P,P')n(P',R,T)dP'. (39) 

It is taken into account in Eq. (39}, that the Landau
SHin equation contains self-consistent field that differs 
from the external field in (38) by the value of the 
polarization field as determined by Eq. (16). There
fore aH-the energy eigenfunction in the Hartree ap
proximation-is excluded from Rea. 
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